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if you also want the direct download links for the acrobat pro/standard product updates (i.e.,
all the included upgrades since the initial release above), here are complete sets for pc and
mac these updates are cumulative and require that a previous version of acrobat x already

be installed on your system. then just download and apply the correct update patch file from
these collections: more than five million organizations around the world rely on acrobat to
create and edit pdfs, convert them to microsoft office formats, and so much more. when
youre working remotely and need tools that empower collaboration and help you keep
business moving, use acrobat and go make it happen. we really moved the needle with

protected mode in adobe reader x. now, we've enhanced protected mode in adobe reader xi
to include data theft prevention capabilities. we've even added a new protected view, which

implements a separate desktop and winstation for the ui, providing an additional layer of
defense. for high-risk environments, we've added the pdf whitelisting framework, which
allows the selective enablement of javascript for both windows and mac os, including

support for certified documents. improve your skills with online training, and get faster at
using the latest features with a subscription to adobe creative cloud, an all-in-one, online
learning solution. from the moment you open your first lesson, youll be guided through

topics in an organized, sequential manner that will help you master adobe software at your
own pace. and the more you learn, the more youll unlock.
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starting with the new reader xi, you can now view pdfs on your android and ios devices, with
no downloads or syncing required. furthermore, get access to all your documents in the
cloud, so you're not tied to your laptop or desktop pc. and, with adobe echosign you can
give your documents to your clients so they can sign and return them electronically. the

same applies for adobe echosign smartsigner, which allows you to send to your clients the
document with the ability to electronically sign and return it, with your client's digital
signature. with the new reader xi, you can read and annotate pdfs without an internet

connection, so you're not tied to your mobile device. import data from files such as word
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and excel, as well as access calendars and images. and, with adobe echosign you can sign
your documents and send them to your clients through our secure esign service. the same

applies for adobe echosign smartsigner, which allows you to send to your clients the
document with the ability to electronically sign and return it, with your client's digital

signature. one of the things i like most about reader xi is the ability to share documents
directly from the app to social networks, like twitter, facebook and linkedin. the new adobe
air platform lets you build cross-platform desktop applications. and with the adobe air sdk

for android and ios, you can also build applications for ios and android devices. built-in multi-
screen viewing lets you view multiple pages and pan and zoom at once. with instant play,
you can launch a document, and with just a click you can view it on your mobile device.
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